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AL231 JQ03 010 

Women’s down jacket with padded pied 
de poule exterior. Fully lined in white 3k 
nylon. White frontal die-cast zip closing. 
White frontal die-cast zip pockets. 
Ribbed cuffs and collar. Micro injected 
sponge stitched afterlabel patch.
Embroidered slash logo on the back of 
the jacket. White afterlabel logo pendant 
included in the wool package.
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AL015 TC305 060 

Men’s down jacket with opaque nylon exte-
rior in biscuit rock velvet colour. 
Fully lined in cream 3k nylon. White frontal 
die-cast zip with white buttons and afterla-
bel logo. Detachable white drawstring hood 
with matt black afterlabel logo finishing. 
Micro injected sponge stitched afterlabel 
patch. Embroidered slash logo on the back 
of the jacket. White afterlabel logo pendant 
included in the wool package.
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AL015 TC305 060

3

AL265 W10 920 

Women’s oversized shirt with wool cloth 
feather padded herringbone pattern ex-
terior.  Fully matelassé lined in 3k white 
nylon.  Frontal white die-cast snap but-
tons. Frontal pockets with white die-cast 
snap buttons. Micro injected sponge 
stitched afterlabel patch. Embroidered 
slash logo on the back of the jacket.
Red afterlabel logo pendant.
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AL013 W01 010  

Men’s down jacket with woollen exterior in 
buttercup colour.  Fully lined in brown 3k 
nylon.  White frontal die-cast zip with white 
buttons and afterlabel logo. Front pock-
ets with white cast-die zip. Micro injected 
sponge stitched afterlabel patch. 
Embroidered slash logo on the back of the 
jacket.  White afterlabel logo pendant includ-
ed in the wool package.
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AL263 N7864-1 060 

Women’s down long jacket with nylon 
camel colour exterior.  Fully lined in 3k 
nylon. Padded removable hood in stretch 
nylon. Frontal white die-cast zip. 
Wide frontal pockets. Micro injected 
sponge stitched afterlabel patch. Embroi-
dered slash logo on the back of the jacket. 
White afterlabel logo pendant included in 
the wool package.
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AL019 N7864-1 920 

Men’s down jacket with opaque nylon exterior 
in ice colour. Fully lined in cream colour 3k 
nylon. Detachable white drawstring hood with 
matt black after label logo finishing. 
White frontal white die-cast zip with black 
mat strings. White double frontal die-cast zip 
pockets and black mat bottons. Micro injected 
sponge stitched afterlabel patch. Embroidered 
slash logo on the back of the jacket. 
White afterlabel logo pendant included in the 
wool package
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AL262 C310 060 

Women’s down oversized jacket with 3k 
nylon and velvet exterior. Fully lined in 3k 
yellow nylon. Double padded hood in 3k 
nylon and velvet. Black drawstring with 
afterlabel logo finishing. Frontal white 
die-cast zip. Frontal pockets with afterla-
bel logo buttons. Micro injected sponge 
stitched afterlabel patch. Embroidered 
slash logo on the back of the jacket. 
White afterlabel logo pendant included in 
the wool package.
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AL143 W01 280 

Men’s feather padded in woollen cloth shirt. 
Matelasse white 3k nylon fully lined. 
Frontal matching after label logo snap but-
tons closure. Double frontal pockets. Micro 
injected sponge stitched afterlabel patch. 
Slash logo embroidered on the back of the 
shirt.  White afterlabel pendant available for 
the wool package.
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AL273 W01 690 

Women’s long sleeve wool cloth coat in purple. 
3k nylon fully lined. Detachable zippered hood. 
Front closure with black zip. 
Waist strap belt with black closure. Double 
frontal pockets with black snap buttons. 
Micro injected sponge stitched afterlabel 
patch. Heat-sealed slash logo on the back (of 
the jacket). Red afterlabel logo pendant.
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AL019 JQ01 960

Men’s down jacket with jacquard exterior. 
Fully lined in 3k nylon.  Detachable hood 
with. Frontal black die-cast zip with black 
mat strings. Double frontal die-cast zip 
pockets and black mat bottons. 
Micro injected sponge stitched afterlabel 
patch. Embroidered slash logo on the 
back of the jacket. afterlabel logo pendant.
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AL269 N7864-1 580

Women’s down short jacket with stretch ny-
lon and feather padded exterior. Fully lined 
in 3k black nylon. Padded ho
od with black drawstring and afterlabel logo 
finishing. Matching colour frontal die-cast 
zip. Matching colour frontal pockets. Micro 
injected sponge stitched afterlabel pa
tch. Embroidered slash logo on the back of 
the jacket. Red afterlabel logo pendant.
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AL149 JQ02 060 

Men’s down jacket with nylon camouflage  
jacquard exterior. Fully lined in opaque 
nylon. Black frontal die-cast zip. Black after 
label logo buttons. Micro injected
 sponge stitched afterlabel patch. 
Embroidered slash logo on the back of the 
jacket. Red afterlabel logo pendant. 
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AL264 JQ05 940 

Women’s down short jacket with floral 
pattern and jacquard exterior. 
Fully lined in 3k black nylon. Padded 
hood black drawstring with afterlabel 
logo finishing. Frontal black die-cast zip. 
Frontal pockets with black die-cast zip. 
Micro injected sponge stitched afterlabel 
patch. Embroidered slash logo on the 
back of the jacket. Red afterlabel logo 
pendant.
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AL148 3K-N 440 

Men’s down jacket with 3k and opaque 
nylon exterior. Fully lined in opaque nylon.  
Frontal die-cast rubber zip with glossy 
logo. Front pockets with white cast-die 
zips. Micro injected sponge stitched after-
label patch. 
Wrist bottom with afterlabel logo piping. 
Embroidered slash logo on the back of the 
jacket. Red afterlabel logo pendant.
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AL268 TC305 860 

Women’s down short jacket with mat ny-
lon and corduroy exterior. Fully lined in 3k 
yellow nylon. Padded hood. 
Matching colour frontal die-cast zip. 
Matching colour frontal pockets. 
Micro injected sponge stitched afterlabel 
patch. Embroidered slash logo on the 
back of the jacket. Red afterlabel logo 
pendant.
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AL129 P026 870

Men’s padded nylon satin bomber 
jacket in bottle green. Matelasse or-
ange 3k nylon fully lined. 
Matching frontal afterlabel logo 
buttons closure. Collar and cuffs in tri-
color elastic. L-shaped stitched patch 
in orange terry with white finishing. 
Frontal pockets with white 3k nylon 
finishing. Slash logo embroidered on 
the back of the garment. 
Red afterlabel pendant.
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AL037 3K 270 

Women’s short caramel colour down 
coat in 3k nylon. Fully lined in brown 3k 
nylon. Detachable zippered black hood 
with matt black afterlabel logo finishing. 
Black frontal die-cast zip and double 
buttons on front. Front pockets with 
double black matt buttons. 
Micro injected sponge stitched afterlabel 
patch. Embroidered slash logo on the 
back of the jacket. Red afterlabel logo 
pendant.
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AL146 N7864-1 999 

Men’s padded down stretch mat nylon and 
3k nylon jacket. 
Black 3k nylon shoulder straps. Front clo-
sure with snap buttons and velcro. Frontal 
pockets with after label logo matching 
snap buttons. Micro injected sponge 
stitched afterlabel patch. Heat-sealed slash 
logo on the back of the jacket. 
Red afterlabel logo pendant.
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AL270 W05 450 

Women’s long sleeve 3k nylon jacket 
in red and casentino. 
Padded hood with black drawstring 
and afterlabel logo finishing. 3k red 
nylon fully lined. Front closure with 
black rubber zip with glossy logo.
Double pockets at waist with black 
snap buttons. Micro injected sponge 
stitched afterlabel patch. 
Embroidered slash logo on the back 
(of the jacket). Red afterlabel logo 
pendant.
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AL147 3K 450 

Men’s padded down opaque stretch 
nylon and 3k nylon jacket. Padded mat 
nylon hood. Fully lined
 in 3k black nylon. Front zip closure. 
Double frontal pockets. Micro injected 
sponge stitched afterlabel patch. 
Heat-sealed slash logo on the back of 
the jacket. Red afterlabel logo pen-
dant.
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AL067 N021 000 

Women’s down short jacket with opaque 
nylon exterior in white. Fully lined in 
burnt color 3k nylon.  White frontal die-
cast zip detachable hood. 
Front closure with white rubberized zip 
and glossy afterlabel logo. Drawstring 
waist white straps. Double frontal pock-
ets. Wide side vents with white die-cast 
zips. Micro injected sponge stitched 
afterlabel patch. Embroidered slash logo 
on the back of the jacket. 
Red afterlabel logo pendant.
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AL116 N021 000 

Men’s long sleeve down-filled feather 
padding parka. Red 3k nylon fully lined. 
Padded hood with white drawstring and 
matt black finishing. White die-cast zip 
closure at front. Double front pocket 
with white die-cast zip and white rubber 
buttons. Front pockets with white die-cast 
zip. Rubber afterlabel logo patch with 
screen-printed writing. 
Slash logo thermo-applied on the back of 
the garment. Red afterlabel logo pendant.
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AL261 3K 460 

Women’s down jacket with nylon exteri-
or. Fully lined in 3k black nylon. 
Padded hood in 3k nylon. Black draw-
string with afterlabel logo finishing. 
Frontal black die-cast zip. Micro injected 
sponge stitched afterlabel patch. 
Embroidered slash logo on the back of 
the jacket. Red afterlabel logo pendant.
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AL141 PF711 000 

Men’s wrought cotton 3k nylon padded 
sweatshirt in red. Padded 3k nylon hood. 
Black drawstring with after label logo fin-
ishing. Black die-cast zip closure at front. 
Waist black die-cast zipped pockets. 
Heat-sealed afterlabel logo patch on the 
chest. Ribbed hem and cuffs. 
Slash logo heat-sealed on the back of the 
jacket. Red afterlabel logo pendant.
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AL236 3K 780 

Women’s down jacket with nylon exteri-
or. Fully lined in 3k nylon. 
Padded hood in 3k nylon. Frontal black 
die-cast zip. Black drawstring with 
afterlabel logo finishing. Ribbed afterla-
bel logo cuffs and collar. Micro injected 
sponge stitched afterlabel patch. Em-
broidered slash logo on the back 
of the jacket. Red afterlabel logo pen-
dant.
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AL141 PF711 999

Men’s wrought cotton 3k nylon pad-
ded sweatshirt in red. Padded 3k ny-
lon hood. Black drawstring with after 
label logo finishing. Black die-cast zip 
closure at front. Waist black die-cast 
zipped pockets. Heat-sealed afterla-
bel logo patch on the chest. 
Ribbed hem and cuffs. 
Slash logo heat-sealed on the back 
of the jacket. Red afterlabel logo 
pendant.
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AL233 3K 150 

Women’s down jacket with nylon exterior 
in yellow. Fully lined in black 3k nylon. 
White frontal die-cast rubber mat zip and 
shiny afterlabel logo. 
White frontal die-cast zip pockets. 
Ribbed cuffs and collar. Micro injected 
sponge stitched afterlabel patch.
 Embroidered slash logo on the back of 
the jacket. Red afterlabel logo pendant.
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AL150 N7864-1 999 

Men’s down jacket with stretch black nylon 
exterior. Black hood with 3k nylon padding. 
Fully lined in 3k nylon. Front pockets with 
black cast-die zip. Micro injected sponge 
stitched afterlabel patch. 
Embroidered slash logo on the back of the 
jacket. Red after label logo pendant.
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AL140 PF711 460 

Men’s wrought cotton sweatshirt in red. 
Double outer hood in padded 3k nylon inner 
cotton. Black drawstring with after label 
logo finishing. Black die-cast zip closure at 
front. Frontal black die-cast zipped pockets. 
Heat-sealed afterlabel logo patch on the 
chest. Ribbed hem and cuffs. 
Slash logo heat-sealed on the back of the 
jacket. Red afterlabel logo pendant.
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JACKET: AL272 3K/N 999 

Women’s long sleeve 3k and mat nylon short 
coat. 3k red nylon fully lined. Front closure 
with black rubber zip with glossy logo. 
Double frontal pockets with black snap but-
tons. Embroidered slash logo on the back (of 
the jacket). Red afterlabel logo pendant.

PANTS: AL889 N034 890
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AL140 PF711 999

Men’s wrought cotton sweatshirt in 
black. Double outer hood in padded 3k 
nylon inner cotton. Black drawstring with 
after label logo finishing. Black die-cast 
zip closure at front. Frontal black die-cast 
zipped pockets. Heat-sealed afterlabel 
logo patch on the chest. Ribbed hem and 
cuffs. 
Slash logo heat-sealed on the back of 
the jacket. Red afterlabel logo pendant.
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AL890 TF113 999 67
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The entire content of this catalog is confidential. 

This catalog is intended for an individual or entity to whom they are addressed as 

contractualized agents or distributor of AFTERLABEL, property of  

Golden Season S.r.l. via Corfù 66, 25124 Brescia VAT IT 03233670987 .  

 

In case you are not the addressee of this document, and you have received or found 

it in error, immediately contact the Golden Season S.r.l.

 

The informations and models contained in this catalog are very sensitive, and they 

are intended for the specific addressee. This document should not be disseminated, 

distributed or copied. If you have received this document and it was not for you, 

make sure to immediately notify the property by email and afterwards send back this 

catalog to the owner. Disclosing, copying, distributing, or taking any action in reliance 

to the catalog content is strictly prohibited and guarded by Italian law.  

Consider yourself notified.
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afterlabel.com
instagram.com/afterlabel

pr@afterlabel.it

AFTERLABEL
is a brand by

GOLDEN SEASON S.r.l.
P. IVA 03233670987

Via Corfù 66
25124 Brescia (BS)


